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Descripción:
JESH is a stimulation program of the OeAW offering scientists from Austria the
opportunity to establish new international contacts at the highest level without
any restrictions concerning research fields. Outgoing scientists will be able to
work with outstanding researchers from selected countries.



The purpose of JESH is to foster collaborative research focused on highly
innovative ideas by junior scientists from Austria for which no standard funding
stream is available.

We do not expect all JESH projects to succeed, because these should be projects
that have high risk, but we are very interested in proposals which, if
successful, could have a significant payoff in terms of advancing our knowledge.
A further goal is to support work that has the potential, if the initial work is
successful, in enabling subsequent funding from other agencies, for example but
not limited to the ERC.



Eligible home institutions are all OeAW research institutes and institutes of
Austrian public universities. Each eligible home institution may support a
maximum of two JESH applications per call. The pre-selection of candidates for
application lies in the responsibility of the head of the institute.




CIENCIA. INVESTIGACION. METODOLOGIA.

Austria

Austria
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Disciplinas:

Fuente:

País:

Ciudad:

Duración desde: Duración hasta: Fecha límite solicitud:

Beneficios:

Idioma:



For outgoing scientists to research institutions in the respective focus
countries research visits between a minimum of two months (60 calendar days) and
a maximum of six months (180 calendar days) can be financed. Other project costs
or overheads cannot be reimbursed.

Continuation of already existing cooperations cannot be funded.

Requisitos:
JESH is open to scientists who completed their PhD / doctoral degree within the
last 10 years and have a residence and an affiliation with an eligible
university or research institution in Austria. There is no restriction regarding
the nationality of the participant.




Only one application per person can be accepted.

In case the JESH funding is granted, OeAW employees are obliged to apply for a
leave of absence ("Karenzierung") for the duration of the stay abroad; this is
also recommended for all other recipients of a JESH grant.



Potential host institutes are universities or research institutions
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*



How to apply



All documents must be submitted in English in PDF format via email to
jesh.application@oeaw.ac.at.

The application must include the following documents:

- Application form for applicant

- Curriculum vitae of the applicant

- List of relevant publications of the applicant

- Project description (5-10 pages) including

- background (status of research),

- specific aims and methodology,

- novelty of the project planned,

- workplan and time schedule,

- breakdown of costs

- Confirmation of affiliation from the home institution in Austria

- Host application form

- Statement from the host institution concerning the reasons for the invitation,
the scientific potential of the project planned, and plans for the intended
cooperation

Please get in contact with your host institute well before submitting your
application.




Observaciones:
Contact



Austrian Academy of Sciences

E-Mail: jesh.application@oeaw.ac.at



More Info:



